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The Rise of Diversity Concerns at PWIs 

Predominantly white institutions (PWIs) are schools that were built for the advancement of white, high 

class citizens of the United States. Anyone who falls outside of those parameters has felt a struggle and 

must fight to be accepted, seen, and educated properly at these universities. Most of the time for first-

generation, low-income, non-cis, non-straight, people of color and/or indigenous populations, these 

institutions are simultaneously an aspiration and a barrier. They are generationally taught that they must 

try to get into one of these institutions while simultaneously feeling pressures of today’s society, that they 

are failures that if they do not gain acceptance. 

 

Specifically, for Black women, predominantly white institutions present the same challenges that every 

other space present. In contrast, black women sometimes feel invisible while being looked to for its 

viability in the space of a predominately white institution. In many of the spaces in PWIs Black women 

carry the weight of advancing diversity and inclusion initiatives while not being recognized or honored 

for their work. These challenges center around the fact that these what society deems as “liberal” learning 

institutions are liberal only in name, not in thought. The students expect to be taught, but a barrier exist 

with learning; they expect to be listened to but are not heard; they expect to be understood and sometimes 

they do not understand. To challenge ways of thinking is to overstep yet to not challenge is to be 

complicit and concede human dignity. This burden of teaching, listening, and understanding, falls largely 

to Black women and often create confusion on her mind on where she fits in society. 

 

How Did We Get Here? 

Diversity concerns at PWIs are not an isolated incident, nor new development. They are connected to a 

long legacy of structural racism and the historical disenfranchisement of marginalized bodies.  

 

Historically, Black people were kept uneducated and illiterate to keep them under the authority of white 

slave owners. With the end of slavery came the end of the law that ruled that slaves could not receive a 

formal education. However, to promote notions of white superiority, education for black Americans was 

still heavily restricted and targeted. The education they received was segregated and poorly funded, with 

missing resources such as books and school supplies. As we see in the Jim-Crow and early Civil-Rights 

era, school segregation was prevalent. On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that since 

“separate educational facilities are inherently unequal,” and therefore a racially segregated school system 

violates the U.S. Constitution.1 School segregation legally ended, but not all school systems abided by the 

law. Even after being granted access to education, Black people were subjected to lower quality and 

standards of education.  

 

There cannot be a conversation about diversity without addressing power and privilege.   It is important 

for university officials to understand it exists event in 21st Century. Through time, PWIs slowly began to 

increase the number of non-white students enrolled at their institutions. Covertly, it was a tactic to 
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diversify the population without supporting them. Having them present is not synonymous with having 

them thrive. The pervasive consequences from such discrimination have manifested today in the form of 

diversity uninformed by the influences of power and privilege.  

 

In the United States, there is a nationwide achievement gap, where students of color, specifically Black 

students, fall significantly behind their White counterparts in terms of performance metrics such as test 

scores and grade point averages (GPA). There is also the conflict of equality versus equity, in which 

universities attempt to provide everyone the same opportunities, resources, and support, without 

acknowledging that certain student groups need more support than others. The language of achievement 

gaps places the blame on the individual, rather than the institutions that are tasked with educating them.  

 

Moreover, PWIs have found themselves participating in more dialogues about diversity and inclusion, 

which is a step in the right direction. However, these institutions are treating these two things as if they 

are the same concepts, when they have their distinctions from each other. “Diversity is the who and the 

what: who’s sitting around that table, who's being recruited…Inclusion, on the other hand, is the how. 

Inclusion is the behavior that welcomes and embraces diversity.”2 Universities focus a great deal on 

diversity, while not considering inclusion. They admit Black students, however, they do not have 

programs or policies in place to make sure they are welcomed, supported, and included. 

 

As a result of the previous three consequences of lacking diversity, imposter syndrome has become a 

pervasive issue amongst Black students and marginalized student groups, in general. Imposter syndrome 

is a phenomenon which can be defined as a collection of feelings of inadequacy that persist despite 

evident success.3 'Imposters' suffer from chronic self-doubt and a sense of intellectual fraudulence that 

override any feelings of success or external proof of their competence.5 Thus, not being cognizant and 

intentional of diversity and inclusion can lead to concerns of mental health and other consequences, such 

as poorer grades and poor teacher-student relationships. 

 

How Do We Move Forward? 

In the 1978 Supreme Court case Regents of University of California v. Bakke, the Court decided that the 

quota system used by the University of California at Davis’s medical school was unconstitutional. This 

set the precedent that quota systems, or “setting aside” spots in a public universities in the United States 

in the name of affirmative action is unconstitutional.4 This shifted the mindset of public and private 

universities alike in order to decrease opportunities for prospective marginalized student groups at their 

institutions.  

 

Today, there needs to be another shift in mindset of university officials. There should be less of a focus on 

fulfilling diversity quotas, however that is not to say that universities should not make increasing the 

population of marginalized students a priority. In fact, it is quite the opposite. Universities should do 

away with the mindset that they have to fulfill an exact number of Black students, for example, each year 
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and instead think about how they can make admitting more Black students an intention effort while also 

considering ways to make the school environment more support and inclusive of these students once they 

get on campus. 

 

Universities can accomplish this by rethinking their curriculum and how they educate their majority 

communities on issues of diversity. It is not enough to just admit marginalized student groups, but to also 

make sure that the actual university environment is inclusive and understanding of them. Universities 

should consider implementing diversity and inclusion education as well as social justice education into 

their required curriculum. For example, Northwestern University’s School of Education and Social Policy 

(SESP) has a “Social Inequality and Diversity” requirement, which makes taking at least one class from 

the approved list of courses surrounding topics of diversity and social justice education a requirement to 

graduate and receive a degree from the school.5  

 

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated - Call to Action 

In order to make including and supporting marginalized students groups a priority and be more proactive 

in addressing diversity issues in institutions of higher education, we urge Congress to make the following 

implementations.  

1. Enact a diversity and inclusion requirement for public universities’ curriculums to raise social 

consciousness and awareness of social justice and equity. 

2. Require all public university officials and staff to complete a diversity and inclusion training. 

3. Increase funding for university departments that focus on social justice education, diversity, 

inclusion, and enrichment for marginalized students. 

4. Increase funding for mental health services on campus in order to serve students negatively 

impacted by the consequences of diversity concerns. 

5. Continue to increase the acceptance of minority and marginalized bodies during the yearly- or 

rolling-admission process in order to increase invisibility. 
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